Rapid .NET Web Development

Wisej.NET is an open Web Integrated Server Environment to design, build, debug and manage powerful Web Applications using C# or VB.NET in Visual Studio.

Key Benefits

Fast Development
Create Complex ASP.NET Core Applications in a fraction of the time compared to traditional ASP.NET or MVC.

Flat Learning Curve
C#, VB.NET, WinForms, WPF, Silverlight and ASP.NET developers are productive in no time using a familiar development environment and a well-established programming paradigm.

Open and Integrated
Wisej.NET integrates any third party JavaScript widget in a standard and consistent framework, making the resulting application easier to maintain and to deploy.

Key Features

Small, Fast and Efficient
Real Time Updates
Background Tasks
Pixel-Perfect Designer
Open and Extensible
Modal Workflow
Themes and Theme Mixins
Live Theme Builder
SVG Icons
Custom Components
Responsive Design
State of the Art Web Apps